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Automatic Music Transcription (AMT) is an advanced technology of 
transforming humming melody into symbolic and standardized MIDI score. This 
paper attempted to do research on the key technology of Automatic Music 
Transcription, including melody feature extraction, the storage and construction of 
feature library and the application in music retrieval. 
The innovation and main work of this paper are as follow: 
As to humming melody note segmentation, this paper studied the frontier 
technology of humming to MIDI Automatic Music Transcription and discussed about 
the most mature WIDI system. WIDI can approximately identify the humming 
melody, but can not transform the recognition result into symbolic and standardized 
MIDI score because of lacking the processes of short-time note mergence, pitch 
modulation and partials filtering. Aiming at solving these problems, a method based 
on time-domain feature and frequency-domain feature of humming melody was 
proposed. 
As to pitch recognition, a floating pitch modulation method according to users' 
auditory error and a pitch modulation method based on music tonality theory were 
proposed; in the application of Automatic Music Transcription, a humming melody 
retrieval database was proposed.  
Combining with the theory and algorithm proposed above, this paper developed 
a humming to MIDI Automatic Music Transcription system, which laid a solid 
foundation for the research of Automatic Music Transcription and had important 
significance for further research. 
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